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Ackerman: “I looked at WebSphere but it's costly and cumbersome to
maintain. I also looked at CGIDEV2 and actually created some
pages using it but it's very labor intensive from a
programmer's standpoint.   Then I tried WebSmart.  I got my
first application up in two hours.  It is very easy to use.  It
looked polished right out of the box and was running with a
sub-second response time in only a few days.  By the end of
the second day I created the Purchase Order for WebSmart.”

BCD: Do you feel your selection of WebSmart saved your
organization time and/or money over WebSphere?

Ackerman: “It saved a lot of time because WebSphere is hard to
administer, and we saved money because we didn’t have to
upgrade the machine. I was afraid we were going to kill the
system with WebSphere.”

Furthermore, “WebSphere was too hard to manage and
maintain.  It was a real hog.  The CPW rating just to bring up
WebSphere was more than our whole AS/400.”

 
BCD: Have you received feedback from users or upper

management?

Ackerman: “Everybody loves it.”

BCD: How does WebSmart play into your future development
plans?

Ackerman: “Websmart is core to our future. All new interactive programs
will be programmed exclusively in WebSmart.”

BCD: What would you like to tell others about your
experience with WebSmart? 

Ackerman: “I had a great experience. We really enjoy this product-- I tell
lots of people that all the time.  It makes it easier from a
programmer’s standpoint to make sure that valid data is put
in by customers and salesmen. We use drop down lists
instead of letting end users enter any item.”

 
BCD: If you were to give WebSmart, and Technical Support a

grade on a scale of A through F, what grade would you
give them?

Ackerman: “The tech support is by far the best I’ve seen in the industry.
They are professional; someone always answers the phone,
and that person almost always has enough knowledge to
answer your question.  They don’t have to refer you to
someone else or call you back— they answer your question
right then and there.  That’s really refreshing.”
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